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survived brain tumors. These kids were truly the stars of our
ride.

Ride for Kids
Terror will not defeat big hearts
By Louis Caplan
September 16th, 2001, only five days after the horrible
events of 9/11. On this day, I was supposed to ride for the
first time in the annual “Ride for Kids®” (RFK) event in
Columbia, MD. For a few days, I was not even sure if the
ride would be held, as the whole nation was still reeling
from the ghastly attack. However, a defiant message soon
appeared on the RFK website, the ride would go on!
For those of you who are not familiar, the RFK is actually a
series of rides held across the country. Riders collect money
that is donated to the Pediatrics Brain Tumor Foundation of
the United States (PBTFUS). This foundation funds
research into brain tumors that affect innocent children
across the United States.
After picking up a friend from Gallaudet University in the
morning, I made my way up to Columbia, MD, the staging
point for the DC Area RFK. As I had never done one of
these rides before, I had no idea of what to expect. I was
shocked at the number of motorcycles I saw already in the
parking lot, and I was early! There were motorcycles of all
makes and models, of all sizes and colors. As I started the
registration process, a friendly woman handed me a small
US flag. She informed me that someone donated a crateful
of the flags, and each and every rider was getting one.
Looking again at the bikes, I saw American flags attached
with any means the rider had possible. After finishing the
registration, we each received a RFK pin, and were offered
free orange juice, coffee and donuts, courtesy of Krispy
Kreme donuts. While finishing off my orange juice and
wandering among the hundreds of bikes already there, I ran
into several motorcyclist friends who were also participating
in the ride.
After a brief rider meeting, basically going over a few road
rules, everyone made their way to their motorcycles. By this
time, the parking lot was full. I later found out that there
were 1,150 motorcyclists participating in the ride. We then
proceeded to ride a 60-mile course, fully escorted by police
officers, through the Maryland countryside. The police
stopped traffic at all intersections, so our ride was non-stop.
Many people stepped out of their cars to wave at us. I
especially remember one gentleman, probably in his 60s or
70s who stood at the side of the road and held a salute to all
of the motorcycles as we passed by.
At the head of the ride were several motorcycles with
sidecars. In the sidecars were special passengers. These
were children either currently suffering from, or who have

The ride ended about an hour later, in another large parking
lot. The staff obviously had a lot of practice, and the
motorcycles were parked very efficiently, and quickly. All
the riders then picked up a free bag lunch with a sandwich,
some chips and cookies, and a drink. We then continued to
a tent and sat down to eat. While we were eating, Mike
Traynor, who began the RFK in 1984, led us through “God
Bless America.” We may not have sounded like a welltrained choir, but you could tell the song came from the
heart. Mike then introduced the kids who have been riding
in the sidecars, and gave us a brief history about each of
them. Next he announced the total proceeds from the ride.
We raised $173,219 that day. A new record for the DC
Area ride, and the 4th highest of the 21 RFK rides held in
2001.
As the event closed up, I looked around and could not find a
dry eye among the hundreds of motorcyclists present. We
may have been thrown into confusion and rage on 9/11, but
the Ride for Kids gave us the emotional booster we all
needed.
This year’s DC Area Ride for Kids will be held on Sunday,
September 15th. Louis Caplan (nighthawk700@yahoo.com)
will be attending, and would be happy to act as a group
leader for others from EDB who would like to attend. The
minimum donation is $35 per bike. For further information,
see: http://www.ride4kids.org.

Get a Grip!
By Louis Caplan
EDB Safety Officer
Hands are a pretty important part of the human body. They
help us hold things, move things, write things, and for most
members of this group, they are the primary means of
communication. So we want to keep our hands comfortable
and safe. When riding a motorcycle, gloves are the key way
to accomplish this.
Gloves offer protection from many different dangers. How
many riders have seen a small stone, or piece of debris get
kicked up by a passing vehicle? If they hit the rider's hands
while at 60 mph, it can hurt! Gloves help to protect from the
blow. (Of course helmets, jackets, and long pants protect
other parts of the body but those are subjects for another
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The most important features to check when trying on gloves
are the comfort and fit. If a glove is not comfortable, a rider
is not going to wear them. Likewise, if a glove is too tight
or too loose, they will be distracting to the rider when he
needs to focus most. When a rider tries on a pair of gloves,
he should flex his fingers, try gripping an object, and in
general, get a good feel for how the glove fits.

time). How about the sun? If the rider's hands are exposed
over a long period of time, the sunburn can be painful.
Think about a rider’s reaction should he fall from the
motorcycle, whether it is from a collision with another
vehicle, slipping in the parking lot, or any other reason.
What is the part of the body that hits the asphalt first? For
most people it is the hands that instinctively go out to try to
cushion the fall. Which lasts longer, bare flesh, or leather?
Another important application of gloves is what the title of
this article suggests. After riding for a number of miles on a
nice warm day, a rider’s hands can begin to sweat. When
that occurs, her grip on the handlebars, which controls the
direction of travel, becomes less secure. The throttle can
slip, so she has to hold on tighter to maintain control. This
leads to a more tense and tiring ride. But when wearing
gloves, her hands can sweat all they need to; the gloves will
still keep a good grip on the handlebars.
There are countless types of gloves out there, each for
different applications. Nobody would wear boxing gloves
when skiing, nor a baseball glove when pulling weeds in the
garden. Motorcycle gloves are made with the motorcyclist
in mind. They have extra padding on the inside of the glove
where the palms would contact the pavement. Most good
gloves have curved fingers to make it easier for hands to
grasp the handlebars. The seams in quality gloves are
located in places where the hand will not press against them
during a ride, as that would make it uncomfortable to the
rider. Even in motorcycle gloves, there are a variety of
styles. Some gloves are great during the summertime,
allowing air to flow over the hands. Others are waterproof
for riding during unexpected rain. Still others are designed
for racers who can have a more traumatic spill from their
bikes.

A good, comfortable pair of riding gloves will give hands
the protection they need from a variety of riding factors. By
keeping their hands safe and happy, our riders can enjoy a
good conversation at the next rest stop.

Emergency Crews Struggle to
Communicate with Deaf Motorcyclists
A news story by Paula Horton in The Daily World in
Aberdeen, Washington on July 28, 2002 called attention to
the struggle by an emergency trauma crew responding to a
motorcycle accident. Two deaf people traveling with a
group of other deaf bikers were seriously injured when their
Harley-Davidson ran off a highway. A firefighter told the
reporter that one of the bikers was badly injured and
appeared to be in shock but did not want to be treated.
When he was unable to communicate with her, he resorted
to writing to her on a piece of paper. Later the clever
firefighter asked for a pair of mirrored sunglasses worn by
another biker and held them up so that one of the injured
biker could see how severe her injuries were. That was
enough to convince her to heed his request that she go to a
nearby hospital for treatment. (Thanks to USA-L News)
Used with permission from Northern Virginia Resource
Center for Deaf and Hard of Hearing Persons.
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